The Mobile Milking Parlor is Typically Placed in the Center of a Group of Paddocks in a Rotational Grazing System. It Can Be Moved Occasionally But Does Not Need to Be Moved After Every Milking. Manure Is Left in the Fields Where It Is Needed. Cows Do Not Need to Be Moved to a Centrally Located Milking Station.

The Milking Parlor Trailer is Portable and Mobile. It Can Be Easily Moved Between Paddocks without Disrupting the Grazing System.

- **Cow Loading Ramp**: Folds up for moving.
- **Parlor Roof**: Overhangs milker platform for bad weather operation. Roll down curtains can be attached.
- **Milker Platform**: Keeps operator off of ground for regulatory compliance.
- **Cow Exit Ramp**: Folds up for moving.
- **Feed Bowls**: Could be hung on rail to improve cow traffic.
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